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Summary: The reliability of a photogrammetric system defines its 
quality with respect to gross error detection and location . 
The elements of the Qvv- matrix are crucial for the internal 
reliability. A sophisticated blunder test procedure is 
available with the "data-snoouing" technique , which requires 
the diagonal elements of Ovv• 
For large linear systems , as they usually appear in aerial 
triangulation the computation of the complete Ovv- matrix or 
even of its diagonal elements (qvv) only becomes very costly . 
So it is useful to apply approximate diagonal elements of 
Qvv, which can be obtained from reliability models . 
These models are developed and the main parameters which 
influence the qvv-values are investigated. 
Factors to be considered early in the stage of project 
planning, if a highly reliable photogrammetric system is 
required, are indicated as an important by- product . 
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Internal Reliability Models for Aerial Bundle Svstems 

1 . Introduction 

In a previous paper (Gr~n (2)) a conce~t for gross error detection in bundle 
adjustment was presented, which is now realized in the bundle urogram MBOP 
(Chair for Photogrammetry, Technical University, Munich). This concent con
tains two stages of blunder detection . The check on larger gross eriors, 
which are mostly due to errors in inter~retation and numbering, is performed 
simultaneously with the computation of initial values for bundle adiustment 
(checkins in several stages: model formation, strin formation, strip orien
tation) . 
This inexpensive nrocess guarantees a cleaner data set before bundle adjust
ment is started. The residuals at image coordinates of bundle adjustment 
are then subject to a modified data-snooping test procedure. 
The ap-plication of strict methods for blunder detection in aerial uhotop;ram
metric systems, as Baarda's data-snoopinp; (Baarda (1)) , is not to be recom
mended for general use, since the computation of all diagonal elements of 
the Qvv-matrix causes an enormous computational amount even in medium size 
systems. In fact the strict computation of all qvv-values is not necessary, 
as is explained later . 
Aerial nhotogrammetric systems have usuall y a very regular network structure. 
This fact can be exploited to use Gvv-values derived from internal reliabil
ity models instead of strictly comnuted values. This idea is reinforced by 
an essential feature of the qvv-values. They are mainly dependent on nara
meters which are easy to establish in a nractical project ~ i.e. the local 
redundancy, the number of image points ner photo and the tyne of ground 
point (control or non-control). Whereas in Grun (2) a real uractical block 
has been used to investigate the main narameters influencing the internal 
reliability , this paper presents more comprehensive internal reliability 
models based on synthetic data . The development of these models pursues two 
main purnoses. On the one hand, they can be applied to obtain annroximate 
standard deviations for the residuals to be used in a modified data-snoon
ing procedure and on the other, they nrovide for deeper insights into reli
ability structures of bundle s ys tems thus leading to the knowledge neces
sary for avoiding unreliable systems early in the stage of project planning. 

2. Modified data-snooping test procedure 

Baarda 
terion 

proposes to apply 
&0 ~ has indicated 
Go 

his data-snooping procedure after the test cri
blunders in the data (Baarda (1)) . This global 

test, however, is too g lobal a measure for photogrammetric blocks to be used 
as a basis for deciding whether the data-snooping should be applied . If the 
data set contains only a few small gross errors, they can easily be absorbed 
within the g lobal measure and thus do not show up in the global test , al 
though they perhaps could be detected by the data-snooping tests (bv test
ing the individual residuals) . Additionally, the uncertaintv concerning the 
expectation o 0 is too big to use o 0 for making such a far reaching decision . 
So it is suggested to apply the data-snooping test in any case, no matter 
what result a global test would show , as the probability is almost 100% that 
a practical photogrammetric block has at least one small blunder left to be 
detected by data- snooping . 
The original data-snooning procedure consists in the testing of a sequence 
of null hypotheses 

Hoi : E(vi) = 0 i 1, .. ,n (1) 
n number of observations 
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by using the test criterions 

wi = -Vi 
a vi 

(2) 

If Hoi is true , then Wi is distributed as Student ' s t : 

wi 'V t(l - ao , oo) a 0 •. . tvne I error size 
a 0 = P(lwil > t(l - ao,oo)/H0 i) 

(3) 

The data-snooping is - besides Pope ' s (3) ryrocedure - the most sensitive of 
all known blunder detection techniques . Each individual residual is com
pared with its own standard deviation, thus taking into account the design 
matrix A of the network . In addition, this theory can be extended to cover 
adjacent problems, viz . : 
- the alternative hypothesis concept, which opens the possibility of indi

cating the maximal size of a just non-detectable blunder (internal reli
ability indication) 

- the external reliability concept, which enables the computation of the 
effect of a just non-detectable blunder on to the object space coordi
nates of ground points or their functions . 

Of crucial importance in all reliability considerations are the qvv- values, 
the diagonal elements of Qvv. 
Qvv is given by Qvv = p-1 - A(ATPA)-lAT , (4) 
which indicates the tremendous amount of computation necessary for Qvv for 
medium or large bundle systems . 
The theoretical foundation of data-snooping is based on the restriction that 
only one gross error appears in the observation set . Since this can never 
be assumed to be true in practice , the efficiency of data-snooping is deter
mined by the structure of Ovv · The residuals of adjustment can be repre
sented by 

v = -QvvP£ ; 9, • •• observation vector 
Hence , a gross error vector IJ9, is transformed as 

Vv = -GvvPV £ 

Diagonal dominance of Qvv means that a blunder in the ith observation Vti 
shows mainly up in the related residual Vi as Vvi (compare (6)) . 

(5) 

(6) 

Hence diagonal dominance of Qvv is equivalent to good blunder location 
property of the system . As far as bundle systems are concerned, good loca
tion property again is equivalent to good detection property (the detection 
property is determined by the size of the diagonal elements of Qvv) . That 
means, the efficiencv of data- snooping is strongly dependent on the reli
ability of the system . 
Considering in addition the uncertainty in the assumption of the weight ma
trix P it turns out to be unnecessary to compute strictly all Qvv- values 
even for medium and larp,e size blocks . 
Therefore a modified data-snooping procedure is sugeested . 
- Suppose approximate values y q~0 for yqvv' are available with a tolerance 

of ± kq% : 

(yq;;:.; - {iiY0
) • 100 (7) 

kq = yq~o 

- Compute for all observations approximate test criterions wi 0 by using 

tQvivi
0 

- Reject all observations which lead to 

lvil > c(l + 1~3)crvio 
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(c = critical value of reiection from t - distribution) 
- Accept all obser vations which lead to 

I I k, "' 0 
vi < c(l - IOO)av i 

- Compute the exact qvv-values only for those observations which lead to 

( .J:g_,.. o I I ~,.. o c 1 - lOO)aVi ~ vi ~ c(l + lOO)avi 

(_10} 

(11) 

This procedure reduces the computational amount considerably , as only a 
sma l l part of all qvv-values has to be comnuted explicitly . On the other 
hand , it requires an algorithm which is able to pick out individual qvv-val
ues with a minimum of computational expense . Such an al gorithm , which fits 
easily into existing bund l e programs , is given by the following derivation . 
Suppose a column vector of the identity matrix 

fiT = (0 , ... 0 , 1 , 0 , ... 0) . (12) 

Regard fi as observation vector and compute the related solution vector 

xi = (ATPA)-1 ATPfi (13) 

If Qvv (Qvv p-1 - A(ATPA) - lAT) is multiplied from the r i ght by Pfi then 
one gets 

QvvPfi Ifi - A(ATPA)-lATPfi 

and with (13) 

(14) 

QvvPfi = fi - Axi (15) 

If P is diagonal , equation (15) indicates a fast and easy way to compute the 
desired elements of Qvv • 
Let fiT , p and Gvv be 

fiT= (1 , 0, ... , 0) , 

p = ( pl p2 O ) 
0 .. . p 

- n 
and ai the ith r ow of A. 
Then holds 

1 - a1x1 qll = -
Pl 

or more generally 

t - akXi 
qki = 

Pi 

Gvv 

, .•... , qnl 

{
lifk=i 

with t = 0 if k i i 

0 - anxl 
Pl 

(16) 

(17) 

So for each vector fi which leads to the ith column of Qvv one needs as 
essent i al operations only the reduct i on of the right hand side of the system 
of normal equat i ons and the back subst i tution to obtain Xi , 

The kernels of the data-snooning procedure are the ovv- values , which are 
responsible for the quality of the internal re l iability of a system . In a 
previ ous investigation (Grun (2)) , two main parameters influencing the 
amount of qvv have been indicated . In the following chanter a more compre
hens i ve i nvestigation is presented based on synthetic data and including 
the formulation of interior reliabi l ity models to be used for the modified 
data-snooping procedure . 

3 . Derivation of internal reliability models 

The individual inter nal reliability va l ues of a svstem a r e usual l v given by 
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the amount of a iust non- detectable gross error \?Q,i (weight matrix P of the 
observations assumed to be d i agonal) : 

0 • 0 \?Q,i = 0 

Vqvivi' · Pi 
(18) 

o... non-central ity parameter for the data- snooning test 
Pi ··· weight of the ith observation 

This is a proper formulation for use in a special nroiect , but it is not 
suitable for general reliability models , as in this case one should apn l y 
standardized values to be indenendent of 0 0 and the non- centrality narameter 
o. Hence in this investigation the ~ qvivi-values are used as internal re
liability measures , which reflect the network structure and are indenendent 
of 0 0 and the chosen probability levels . 
The material for this investigation was selected according to the experi
ences gained in Grun (2) . All computations a r e based on synthetic data . 

Data specifications : 
- Camera constant c = 150 rnrn 
- Flat terrain ; equal flying height; ¢ = w = K = 0 
-Two sets of regular image noint distributions : 

3x3=9 and 5x5- 25 points per photograph 
- 60% forward overlap , 60% sidelap 
- Two blocks of different sizes : 4x4=16 photogranhs , 7x7=49 nhotograuhs 
- 3 different control distributions in each b l ock (see Figure 1) : every 

control distribution is investigated twice : normal version and "twin 
control " version ("twin control1' ~ pairs of control , Points close together) 

- Image coordinates uncorrelated and of equal precision (ni=l) 
- Control assumed to be free of errors 

The computation of the individual qvv- values has been performed according to 
the method of "identity mat r ix observation" as described in the section 2 ; 
it is based on strict block adjustments . 
In Grun (2) the computations had been founded on the assumption of measure
ments made in the monocomnarator mode , i . e . each image point is observed 
only once . The advantages of stereocomparator measurements are sufficiently 
wel l-known and most of the measurements in practice are stereomeasurements . 
So the investigat i ons presented in this naper are based on stereomode simu
lations , i. e . all image points of adiacent mode l s within a strip are sun
posed to be measured twice , thus leading to two sets of image coordinate 
observations ( " twin rays " ) . 

0 0 • 0 • 0 

• • • • + ... nadir points 
----+ ~ ~ • -$ • ~ 0 ... ground points according to 

• • • 3x3 image noint distribution • (one additional noint in the 
~ -$ -$ • -$- • -$ block center) 

@ • ... additional ground points 

$ -$ -$ -$ 
according to 5x5 imaq:e noint ----+ 
distribution (only a part of 
all block points are plotted) - & ~ -$ ~ 60 ... locations of control points 
for i=3b 

~ .•. assumed fJip;ht strips 
0 0 0 0 

Figure la : Distributions of ground po i nts and camera locations for the 4x4 
photo block 
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!:::,. 0 0 !:::,. 

0 0 
!:::,. 0 0 !:::,. 

!:::,. !:::,. !:::,. !:::,. !:::,. !:::,. !:::,. !:::,. !:::,. 

4x4 photo block: i=lb i=l.5b i=3b 
7x7 photo block: i=2b i=3b i=6b 

F;!;gure lb: Control distributions i bridginp; distance 
b base unit 

Table 1: Computation versions 
(uer version: single control and twin control) 

Block Size Image Point Control Distribution 
(uhotos) Distribution i=lb i=l.5b i=2b i=3b i=6b 

3x3 43 43 -- 43 --
4x4 5x5 45 45 -- 45 --

3x3 -- -- 73 73 73 
7x7 5x5 -- -- 75 75 75 

Figure 2 shows the ray confifurations considered in these investigations . 
Only "comulete " ray configurations - implving observation sets made in ster
eomode measuring process and no observation ne.glected - have been used. 
Other nossible configurations have not been utilized. 

o ... proiection 
center 

0 ... non-control 
point 

6 ... control 
point 

I ... "inner" ray 
(double 
observation) 

0 6 ... ray config
uration to be 
found at non-
control and 
control points 

R2 (x) 

Rz(y) 

Figure 2: Ray configurations used in the blocks investigated 
("complete" ray sets) 
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According to the experiences gained with the investigations in Grun (2) the 
ground points have been partitioned into classes which depend on the number 
of rays intersecting at that point and on the point characteristic (control 
or non- control point) . The point classifications can be seen from Figure 2 . 
As an example , the classification symbol "R03(y)" has to be read as "average 
y q~-value for y-residuals of outer rays of points with 3 rays" , and "RI4/9 
(x , y)" as "average YQvv'-value for x - and y-residuals of inner rays of points 
with 4 to 9 rays" . Points with 4 to 9 rays have been collected in only one 
class since a 4- ray point has almost the same reliability values as a 9- ray 
point (see Grun (2)) . 
To get an identical counting and classification techniaue for mono mode and 
stereo mode observations , the counting of ray s has been performed by count 
ing the t win rays (double observations) as one ray onlv . The distinction 
between twin rays and single rays is made by introducing separate classes 
(i . e . separate average yqvv'-values) for the twin rays . These are denoted by 
the letter I ("inner" rays) . 
Figures 3- 8 show the internal reliability models obtained with the data used 
here . To investigate a possible dependence on the bridging distance (i) , 
this parameter is introduced as one axis . The other axis represents average 
y qvv'-values denoted as "point means" ( {q P) . These are the means of the 
y qv~-values of all observations of all points belonging to the indicated 
class . 
Starting with the analysis of the non- control uoint observations, one 
notices (see Figures 3 and 4) that there is no real dependence on the bridg
ing distance . The inner rays RI show throughout a · significant better reli
ability than the outer rays RO . While these inner ray values are fairly 
resistant to a change in image point distribution (3x3 against 5x5) this is 
not true for the outer ray values . Extraordinarily large differences show 
up in Figure 4 for the R2(y) - and the R03(y ) -values comparing the 3x3 and 
the 5x5 image point versions . This is due to the fact that in the data used , 
R2-observations appear only in the corner models of the block and R03 - obser
vations only in the edge models of the block . In the 3x3 image point ver
sions , the corner photos possess only 6 image points (onlv half the photo is 
covered) thus leading to worse reliability values all around . 
Thiseffect becomes quite obvious if the small block (4x4 photos) and the 
lar ge block (7x7 photos) versions for R03(y) are compared . 1-Jithin the small 
block version , each 3- ray point has one ray from a corner photo , which 
causes the average valu~s to deteriorate . 
The analysis of the cont r ol points shows (Figure 5) that the outer ray val
ues are slightly dependent on the bridgi ng distance , whereas the inner ray 
values are fairly constant . Again the outer ray values are more sensitive 
to a change in the number of image points . 
The definition of "good" internal reliability is relative , of course . If 
Vqvv- values of about 0 . 5 are already regarded as being of sufficient reli 
_abil i ty , then the R03(x) - values and the R2(y) - values of the 3x3 image point 
distribution (R2(x ) - values are equal to 0 anyhow ! ) cannot be regarded as 
acceptable . The R03 (y) (3x3) - values are .ius t around the limit of acceptance . 

Figures 6- 8 show the resul ts if twin control is used instead of single con
trol . The reliability of the non- control points is not much improved by 
this procedure (max imum improvement : 9% for R03(y) in block 43) . The reli
ability of the outer rays of the control points , however , improves signifi
cant l y : 17% for CR04j9(x, y) in blocks 43 and 73 . A particular behavior is 
shown by the inner rays of the non- control and control points . Si nce their 
reliability is already ver y high in the case of single cont r ol there is 
practically no improvement involved by using twin control . The maximum pos 
sible aver age reliabi l ity level for non- control points seems to be reached 
by the inner ray values of the points with 4- 9 rays in the 5x5 blocks of the 
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1.0 

0 .9 

0 .8 

0 .7 

0 .6 
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Figure 5 : 

~·-o- . ....Q,.,, =-:-=-:-:.::ss----------..!.7.::!....,5 c 

~3- '0- - C>------!:sj---------....!7~3-<C 

o!5-o-· ~~~·~-Q~--------~75~ 

45 75 
._. .__.,_ __ ·- ·- ._. 

~3 73 
...... 

45 '0-- - -----o 75 
~·-o-. o~. ~~~.~~--------~~o 
43 - ...._-----~---------....!.7.=.3-

'43 - .Q...- .2-----.:2r----------'-'73~0 

2 3 4 5 6 

Point means yqP f or 2-ray and 3- r ay 

~5 75 
·-o- · 

o- - 73 
43 

o!5 75 
·-o- . ·-<:> 

o-_o 
43 

0 -- -o 
73 

0 

2 3 4 5 6 

o RI J(x,y) 

0 R03(y) 

o R03 (x) 

non-control poi n ts 

D RI4/9(x,y) 

0 R04;9Cx,y) 

Point means {q' P for 4-9-ray non- control points 

45 75 c 
c 

43 73 

~ -o.... 
75 _-O-_ 

043 ---- ---- 73 

0 CRI4 ; 9Cx,y) 

0 CR04 f 9(x,y) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Point means yqP for 4-9-ray control point s 
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73 

75 

73 

73 

2 3 4 5 6 

o RI 3 (x,y) 

0 R03 (y) 

o Ro3 (x) 

• R2 (y) 

Figure 6: Point means yc[P for 2-ray and 3-ray non-control points 
~P (twin control version) 
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43 
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Point means ~p for 4-9-ray non-control points 

45 
lJ 

43" ~~----~o~---------------2715--~ 

D-4~ o-- -D-----------2.7.!3 ---a 

~ . ~~----------~3'0-.-- 75 ----() 

~::-:::s---~~ 
73 

2 3 4 5 6 

(twin control version) 

o CRI4; 9 (x,y) 

o CR04j9(x ,y) 

Figure 8: Point means ~p for 4-9-ray control points(twin control version) 
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twin control version (see Figure 7) . The value of 0 . 90 remains unchanged , 
no matter which control bridging distance is used ! 
Although the dependence of the control point values on the bridging distance 
is only slight, this fact can be exploited by formulating the mean curves of 
Figures 5,8 analytically. 
Then one obtains for a single control point : 

.~p = 0 . 825 - 0 . 013i 
CRo4; 9 (x,y) {3

5
xx3

5
} { 0 . 735- O. OJ..8i 

CRI4; 9 (x,y) {
5
3xx3

5 
V'-J.Vv 0 . 885- 0 . 004i 

0.920 - 0 . 002i 

and for twin control : 

{ 3x3 } CR04j9(x , y) 5x5 

CRI4j9(x,y) [ ;~; {

0 . 835- 0 . 015i 
.~p = 0.870 - 0 . 008i 
~qvv 0.920 - O.OlOi 

0.940- 0.007i 

Replacing the curves of the different point classes of Figures 3-8 by 
average reliability numbers (ignoring also the slight dependence of the 
control values on the bridging distance), Table 2 is obtained . This Table 
shows very clearly the dependence of the average values on the number of 
image points per photo . Significantly better values are obtained with the 
5x5 distribution, as far as outer ray observations are concerned . All inner 
ray observations and all control observations of the t win control versions 
are very resistant to a change in ima~e noint distribution. This behavior 
indicates the ways to improve the reliability of bundle networks. 

Table 2 : Average reliability values Vqv~P for the observations of the 
different point classes 

-
Point and 
observation 
classes 

R2(y) 

R03 (x) 

R03 (y) 

RI3 (x, y ) 

R04;9Cx, y ) 

RI4j9(x,y) 

f- - -----------

CR04j9(x,y) 

CRI4;9(x,y) 

Block l'leans for different Total Means 
image nt. d :i_stri. 43 73 45 75 3x3 5x5 Means 

0.40 0 . 38 0.62 0 . 64 * 0 . 39 0.63 * ----
0.42 0. 40 0. 63 0.64 0.41 0. 64 ----

0.34 0 . 34 0.42 0.42 * 0.34 0 . 42 * ----
0. 36 0 . 37 0.43 0. 43 0.36 0. 43 ----

0 . 47 0 . 51 0.70 0. 72 * 0.49 0 . 71 * ----
0. 51 0. 53 0. 72 0.72 0.52 0.72 ----

0 . 78 0 . 78 0.82 0 . 82 o. 78 0 . 82 * 0.80* 
0.79 0. 79 0.83 0.83 0.79 0.83 0. 81 
0.65 0.65 0 . 77 0. 78 . 0 . 65 o. 78 * ----
0. 69 0. 67 0. 78 0.78 0.68 0. 7 8 . ----

0.85 0.85 0.90 0.90 0 . 85 0 . 90 * 0.88* 
0. 86 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.86 0. 90 0.88 

------- ------- ------ --·---- --------- -----------------
0 . 70 0 . 66 0.80 o. 77 * 0 . 68 0 . 78 * ----
0. 81 0. 78 0.85 0. 84 0.80 0. 84 * D. 82* 
0 . 88 0 . 86 0 . 92 0.91 0 . 87 0 . 92 * 0 . 89 * 
0. 92 0 . 89 0.94 0 . 92 0.90 0 . 93 0. 92 

0 . 88 .. . Single control results . 
0.92 ... Twin control results . 

* .. . Average values, recommended for use as approximate 
internal reliability values . 
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For the practical application of the modified data-snoorin~ procedure it is 
crucial to investigate to what extent the average values der;tved from reli
ability models correspond to the strictly computed individual values . Due 
to lack of time this investigation could only be done with single control 
blocks . Here it was found out that with one exception all individual Yqvv~ 
values remain within the ±25% tolerance range , i f they are compared with the 
average values specially marked in Table 2 . This exception concerns a part 
of the outer ray control observations CR04j9(x,v) in all 3x3 image points 
blocks (see Figure 9) . 

[).. [).. [).. [).. [).. [).. [).. 

+2 2+ +1 1+ 
[).. 0 0 [).. +1 1+ 
+2 2+ [).. 0 [).. 0 
[).. 0 0 [).. +1 1+ 
+2 2+ +1 1+ 
[).. [).. [).. [).. [).. [).. [).. 

0 . 46 0 . 44 0 . 43 

1- 2 ... 2 outer ray control (y- ) ~-values of the photo in 
location + are smaller than 0 . 51 (0 . 51 = 0.68(1 - 0 . 25)) 

0 . 46 ... average y qvv'- value of all these observations 

Figure 9 : Numbers of CR04;9(y) - observations , which fall outside the 
tolerance limit given bv ±25% (example : 73 - blocks) 

Here it is interesting to note that only that part of the y-observations , 
which belongs to perimeter photos , having only a half photo area coverage 
(6 image.points) , is concerned . This is an observation being made already 
in the pr~vious investigations (Gr~n (2)) . The reliability values of indi
vidual observations can be heavily reduced if these observations belong to 
photos which have a'weak image/point distribution , as it sometimes occurs 
in block perimeter photos . In this connection it is t ypical that no indi
vidual values of the 75- block observations exceed the tolerance limit , 
since the 5x5 image point distribution provides for better reliability 
especially for the perimeter photo observations . 

4 . Concluding remarks 

The investigations presented in this paper are not comPlete in the sense 
that they do not cover all possible ray configurations . Geometric devia
tions from the regular patterns used here have also not been treated . As 
mentioned in the analysis of the results a weak image point distr i bution 
can lead to a considerable decrease of related reliability values , which 
should be taken care for in the applied blunder test procedure . 
Internal reliability models have been der i ved which can ser ve diff_erent 
purposes . At first they show the weak parts of a photogrammetric bun-
dle network. It i s primarily the number of rays intersecting in a ground 
point and t he general image point distribution which determines the i nter
nal reliability of a system , rather than the number and distribution of 
control points . Hence if good r el i ability is aspired for , two main aspects 
have to be considered . The flight arrangement should be vlanned in a way 
to obtain for each point to be assigned wi th coor dinates at least fourfo l d 
photo coverage , i . e . 60% forwar d overlau and 60% sidelap or 20% sidelav 
crosswi se f l ights . To get a suffici ent image po i nt distribution ner photo 
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the perimeter photos should be stabilized, if necessary , by observing addi
tional tie points and pass points. 
As supplementary measures for the stabilization of the internal reliability 
the image coordinate observations should be performed in the stereomode and 
twin (or even multi) control points should be used . It is essential to 
state that stereomode observations do not only lead to better internal re
liability but actually reduce the number of blunders considerably . To 
establish groups of control points requires not much more geodetic effort 
than is involved in the establishment of single control points. As addi
tional benefit groups of control points provide for the insurance that if 
individual points get lost they easily can be recovered. 
The second purpose that the internal reliability models can serve ~on-
cerns the blunder detection procedure in practical blocks. In this paper a 
modified data-snooping procedure was suggested, requiring only a certain 
number of qvv-values to be computed strictly . Considering the present un
certainty in the assumptions of the weights of the image coordinate observa
tions it is even justifiable to eliminate the strict computations completely 
and to base the blunder detection procedure on the use of approximate Vqvv'
values only . 
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